The evaluation of neurovascular relationships in trigeminal neuralgia: a pilot study on the optimal combination of high-resolution three-dimensional MR sequences
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ABSTRACT

Background: To explore the efficacy and optimal modality of three-dimensional (3D) MRI sequences in the preoperative detection of neurovascular compressions (NVCs) in patients with trigeminal neuralgia (TN). Materials and Methods: Forty-nine cases of typical unilateral TN had undergone 3D time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (3D-TOF MRA), 3D fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition (3D-FIESTA), and contrast-enhanced 3D spoiled gradient-recalled sequence (3D-SPGR) on a 3 Tesla MR scanner. Neurovascular relationships (including neurovascular contact and position and the nature of the offending vessels) on MR images were reviewed by a neuroradiologist who was unaware of the clinical findings. Subsequently, microvascular decompression (MVD) surgery was performed on all patients. Comparison was made between the imaging results and surgical findings. Results: MVD verified NVC in 48 (98%) symptomatic nerves, while 3D-TOF MRA, 3D-FIESTA, and 3D-SPGR revealed NVC in 38 (78%), 48 (98%), and 47 (96%) cases, respectively. Agreement between the position of NVC, as defined by 3D-FIESTA (κ = 0.86) or 3D-SPGR (κ = 0.83) and surgical findings, was excellent. Moreover, excellent agreement was confirmed between the nature of compressing vessels as defined by 3D-FIESTA in combination with 3D-TOF MRA (κ = 0.95) or contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR in combination with 3D-TOF MRA (κ = 0.92) and surgical findings. Conclusions: NVCs were visualized with good sensitivity and specificity with 3D MRI sequences in TN. We propose that 3D-FIESTA combined with 3D-TOF MRA is a safe, convenient, and efficacious MRI sequence for revealing NVCs and is crucial for the preoperative diagnosis and surgical planning of MVD.

INTRODUCTION

Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is characterized by recurrent unilateral lancinating pain comprising one or more innervation territories of the trigeminal nerve branches, and the estimated annual incidence is approximately 4.5 cases per 100,000 (1). Neurovascular compression (NVC) at the trigeminal nerve root is a major cause of TN, accounting for 80% -90% of total cases (2). Based on this theory, microvascular decompression (MVD) has been identified as the standard surgical procedure for drug-resistant TN (3). Thus, preoperative identification of neurovascular relations in the posterior fossa is critical for the diagnosis and preoperative planning of MVD (4).

It is rather difficult to visualize the small neurovascular structures in the posterior fossa with...
conventional computed tomography (CT) and two-dimensional MRI (5). High-resolution three-dimensional (3D) MRI techniques could provide improved resolution and differentiation to better delineate the complex posterior fossa anatomy. Nowadays, a variety of 3D MRI sequences have been widely used in patients with TN, including 3D time-of-flight angiography (3D-TOF MRA), 3D fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition (3D-FIESTA), and contrast-enhanced 3D spoiled gradient-recalled sequence (3D-SPGR) (6-10). In our hospital, these MRI sequences have been used as routine methods to reveal NVC, and we have also reported some effective outcomes for the assessment of patients with TN (11-14). In addition, contrast-enhanced FIESTA has been reported to delineate the interface between brain tumours and surrounding structures, and contrast-enhanced FIESTA is also effective for the preoperative evaluation of skull-base tumours and pituitary adenomas (15-17).

This investigation was designed to explore the diagnostic value of 3D-TOF MRA, 3D-FIESTA, and enhanced 3D-SPGR in the evaluation of NVC in the same cohort of patients with TN and to identify the best combination of these MRI sequences, emphasizing the importance of convenience and reliability for clinical use. This is the first study comparing these 3 sequences simultaneously within the same cohort of patients with TN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
This study consisted of 49 patients (21 male and 28 female) with unilateral (left side involved, n = 17; right side involved, n = 32) TN who met the diagnostic criteria for typical TN (10). All patients had no history of MVD and were medically intractable. After MRI examinations, all patients subsequently underwent MVD. The present study was performed with the general consent of all patients and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Qilu Hospital of Shandong University (Registration number: KYLL-013-028, Date of registration: February 21, 2013).

The MR imaging protocol
All patients were assessed using conventional MR scanning with a 3T scanner (Signa; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) by using an 8-channel quadrature head coil to rule out tumoral or other diseases.

The parameters for 3D-TOF MRA sequence were: relaxation time (TR), 22 ms; echo time (TE), 3.2 ms; flip angle, 15°; field of view (FOV), 240 mm × 240 mm; matrix, 256×512; one acquisition; and thickness, 1.2 mm. The parameters for 3D-FIESTA sequence were: TR, 6.1 ms; TE, 1.5 ms; flip angle, 60°; FOV, 240 mm × 240 mm; matrix, 512×512; two acquisitions; and thickness, 1.2 mm. The parameters for 3D-SPGR sequence were: TR, 8.6 ms; TE, 3.4 ms; flip angle, 12°; FOV, 240 mm × 240 mm; matrix, 512×512; one acquisition; and thickness, 1.2 mm.

MR imaging analysis
The neurovascular relation was independently assessed by an experienced neuroradiologist who was unaware of the clinical findings.

The nature (artery or vein) and the site of the offending vessels (interior, lateral, superior or inferior) relative to the nerve were assessed. The nature of the offending vessel (artery or vein) was distinguished as described previously (14).

Surgical results
All patients underwent MVD via a suboccipital retromastoid approach as described previously [3, 14]. The nature and relative site of the offending vessels were recorded by the neurosurgeon based on surgical findings.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by SPSS version 21.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Sensitivity, specificity, false-positive rate and false-negative rate of 3 MR imaging were calculated by using MVD results as the reference standard. The $\kappa$ statistic was preformed to test the agreement between MR imaging and surgical results.

RESULTS

Identification of NVC using 3D-TOF MRA, 3D-FIESTA or enhanced 3D-SPGR sequences
MVD verified NVC in 48 of 49 (98%) patients with TN. The 3D-TOF MRA, 3D-FIESTA, and 3D-SPGR revealed NVC in 38 (38/49, 78%), 48 (48/49, 98%), and 47 (47/49, 96%) patients, respectively. Representative images are shown in figures 1, 2 and Figure 3.

The 3D-TOF MRA combined with 3D-FIESTA images detected NVC in 48 of 49 cases (sensitivity, 100%; specificity, 100%, false-positive rate, 0; false-negative rate, 0), while 3D-TOF MRA combined with contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR techniques detected NVC in 47 of 49 patients (sensitivity, 97.9%; specificity, 100%; false-positive rate, 0; false-negative rate, 2.1%). No significant difference was found between the combinations of 3D-TOF MRA with 3D-FIESTA and enhanced 3D-SPGR (Fisher’s exact test, $P = 1.00$), and the consistency of detection rates among the three was good ($\kappa = 0.66$).
Identification of the site of offending vessels relative to the symptomatic nerve

As Table 1 shows, in 48 cases with NVC, MVD and 3D MRI confirmed that most offending vessels were situated at the superior, medial and lateral aspect of the nerve. In addition, the findings of 3D-TOF MRA in combination with 3D-FIESTA agreed excellently with the surgical findings (κ = 0.86). Similarly, the findings of 3D-TOF MRA in combination with contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR also agreed excellently with the surgical findings (κ = 0.83). No difference was identified between the combinations of 3D-TOF MRA with 3D-FIESTA and enhanced 3D-SPGR techniques (P > 0.05).

Table 1. Demographics of patients with unilateral trigeminal neuralgia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Patients number</th>
<th>Neuralgia</th>
<th>Position of the compressing vessel</th>
<th>Nature of the compressing vessel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>51.9 ± 12.9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Lateral (60.7%)</td>
<td>Artery (71.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Medial (46.4%)</td>
<td>Vein (21.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>Artery and vein (7.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>54.9 ± 12.0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Lateral (33.3%)</td>
<td>Artery (76.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Medial (42.9%)</td>
<td>Vein (14.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>Artery and vein (4.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>Normal (4.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of the nature of offending vessels (arteries or veins)

MVD identified the nature of compressing vessels as follows: 2 (4%) cases were identified as an artery and a vein; 37 (77%) cases were identified as an
artery; and 9 (19%) cases were identified as a vein. In the same cases, offending vessels verified by 3D-FIESTA in combination with 3D-TOF MRA were the vein and artery, 3 (6%); artery, 36 (75%); and vein, 9 (19%). The 3D-FIESTA images in combination with 3D-TOF MRA images agreed excellently with the surgical findings ($\kappa = 0.95$). By contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR in combination with 3D-TOF MRA, 47 patients in whom contact with a symptomatic nerve was visualized. Among these, 2 (4%) vessels were identified as a vein and an artery; 37 (79%) vessels were defined as an artery; and 8 (17%) vessels were defined as a vein. The findings of contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR combined with 3D-TOF MRA images agreed well with the surgical findings ($\kappa = 0.94$). No difference was found between the combinations of 3D-TOF MRA with 3D-FIESTA and 3D-SPGR.

**DISCUSSION**

TN is a chronic pain disorder affecting the trigeminal nerve. It has been proposed that TN is a consequence of the compression of the trigeminal nerve by a contacting artery or vein, leading to nerve fibre demyelization (2). Accordingly, MVD is the preferred treatment for refractory classic TN (19). However, MVD is effective only if offending vessels exist (20). In addition, increasing evidence has shown that outcome after MVD is better when the compressing vessel is an artery rather than a vein (21). In addition to MVD, alternative treatment options, including percutaneous radiofrequency thermocoagulation and stereotactic radiosurgery, are available for the treatment of medically intractable TN. Therefore, accurate determination of the compression of the symptomatic trigeminal nerve by offending vessels, as well as the nature of offending vessels preoperatively, provides valuable information for preoperative planning for MVD and avoids unnecessary surgery.

The travelling of the trigeminal nerve is quite complicated, including nerves, blood vessels, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the cerebellopontine angle; thus, conventional imaging methods, such as angiography and CT, have difficulty clearly evaluating the cerebellopontine angle anatomy. At present, several MRI sequences, including TOF MRA, FIESTA, and enhanced SPGR, have been widely used to explore the relationship between the trigeminal nerve and offending vessels in patients with TN (4,12,22). Moreover, compared with conventional two-dimensional MR sequences, high-resolution 3D sequences display the cranial nerve, vasculature and other surrounding structures in greater detail (7,8), and it is also helpful to construct 3D images before surgery (20).

These MRI sequences are also useful for preoperative simulations of brain tumours, especially for posterior fossa tumours. Mikami *et al.* reported that FIESTA depicted the surrounding cranial nerves clearly in posterior fossa tumours such as meningiomas, schwannomas and epidermoid tumours (23). Xie *et al.* also reported that 3D-FIESTA is a useful tool for surgical planning in the detection of small structures, including cranial nerves and vessels, in the sellar area in an endoscopic expanded endonasal approach (24). In addition, contrast-enhanced FIESTA can identify the difference in the peritumoural brain parenchyma, which helps in the differential diagnosis of metastatic brain tumours and glioblastomas (25). Moreover, contrast-enhanced 3D-TOF can depict peritumoural lenticulostriate arteries (LSAs) in insular gliomas but is poor in outlining the vessel-tumour interface. However, the combination with analogous constructive interference in steady-state (CISS) sequences can be helpful to overcome this limitation to depict the LSA-tumour interface without regard to tumour intensity (26).

However, there is a lack of studies exploring the optimistic sequence combination for the detection of NVC of the trigeminal nerve. Thus, we conducted a comparative study of the diagnostic value of 3 major MRI sequences, 3D-TOF MRA, 3D-FIESTA, and contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR, in NVC in the same cohort of patients with TN.

Three-dimensional TOF MRA applies fast spoiled GRE T1WI sequence acquisition for clearly visualizing the vasculature and surrounding structures. Sens *et al.* described that 7D-TOF MRA performed on a 1T system delineated compressing vessels in 5 patients with TN (27). The results of the present study showed that 3D-TOF MRA revealed 79% (38/48) of NVCs, which was in line with previous reports. Meany *et al.* reported that NVC was found on 3D-TOF MRA in 70% of 40 patients (28). Additionally, Voros *et al.* found that even 3D-TOF MRA examined by a 0.5T system appears to be similarly effective as examinations by higher field strength systems in the identification of NVC (6). Similar to previous reports, some causative arteries and veins were unable to be visualized by 3D-TOF MRA (6,22,28,29). This result could be explained by the fact that 3D-TOF MRA yields a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, and the contrast between CSF and nerves or vessels is sometimes not satisfactory (13,22). In addition, for some blood vessels with small diameters and tortuous shapes, the signal is not of high intensity but instead medium intensity, which makes it difficult to isolate from nerves. More importantly, it is impossible to visualize veins in 3D-TOF MRA images (13,22). Thus, 3D-TOF MRA alone in the visualization of compressing vessels is not reliable enough for clinical use.

The 3D-FIESTA sequence is a version of fully focused steady-state sequences with a shorter TR (30,31). It can provide excellent contrast between CSF and other structures, such as nerves and vessels; thus, the trigeminal nerve is clearly displayed with
high-contrast CSF. The 3D-FIESTA sequence has been frequently applied to detect the neurovascular relationship in NVC syndromes such as facial spasms, glossopharyngeal neuralgia and TN (6, 9, 10). In the present study, 3D-FIESTA precisely depicted 100% of responsible vessels that were subsequently confirmed in surgery, showing a better accuracy rate than 3D-TOF MRA ($\chi^2 = 9.50$, $P = 0.002$). In a previous study, 3D-FIESTA was found to predict NVC in 71.4% of 7 patients (9). In another study, 3D-CISS, a counterpart sequence of 3D-FIESTA, accurately predicted all responsible vessels (12 arteries and 3 veins) in 15 patients, while 3D-TOF MRA missed 3 veins (22).

Enhanced 3D-SPGR also provides fine spatial resolution and outstanding contrast between neurovascular structures and CSF (4, 12). The current study found that enhanced 3D-SPGR, similar to 3D-FIESTA, also detected more offending vessels than 3D-TOF MRA ($\chi^2 = 7.18$, $P = 0.007$). In our previous study with different cohorts of patients, SPGR had a sensitivity of 97.2% and a PPV of 100%, which are similar to other previous studies (13, 29). Additionally, 3D-SPGR could provide an additional advantage in identifying the nature of vascular structure. In a recent report, 90% of responsible veins could be detected by SPGR (32). However, this technique requires the contrast agent administration prior to the examination, which increases medical costs and has potential medical risks, such as anaphylaxis.

Additionally, we evaluated the nature of offending vessels. For patients with TN, accurate identification of the nature of offending vessels is important since various studies have shown that compression purely by a vein indicates an increased risk of pain recurrence postoperatively (2.29). In the current study, the majority of the compressing vessels were arterial in 39 (81%) patients. All of the responsible arteries were SCA and AICA. These results were consistent with previous reports that arteries, especially the SCA and AICA, are the most common vascular offenders (33, 34). The results of the nature of the offending vessels, as revealed by the combination of 3D-TOF MRA with either 3D-FIESTA ($\kappa = 0.95$) or enhanced 3D-SPGR ($\kappa = 0.94$), showed excellent agreement with the findings in surgery. The 3D-TOF MRA sequence provides high signal intensity of arteries; however, it is impossible to visualize veins (35). In contrast, 3D-FIESTA and enhanced 3D-SPGR have good spatial resolution and present excellent contrast between neurovascular structures and CSF within the cistern. Moreover, the veins could be detected in 3D-FIESTA and enhanced 3D-SPGR with high signal intensity, however, it is still challenging to distinguish veins from arteries. With the combination of 3D-TOF MRA with 3D-FIESTA or enhanced 3D-SPGR techniques, each complements the limitations of the other, and veins could be clearly identified.

However, the interpretation of MRI images demands subtle judgement and detailed anatomical knowledge. The existence of image artifacts could also lead to different results. Inoue et al. reported that only 65% of small veins were visualized by FIESTA, whereas SPGR imaging detected more than 90% of veins (32). In contrast, our study identified all responsible veins with 3D-FIESTA, but one vein was undetected by 3D-SPGR. In hemisfacial spasms, another clinical syndrome caused by NVC in the cerebellopontine angle, differing interpretations between a neurosurgeon and 2 neuroradiologists were reported (36). The neurosurgeon’s interpretation had a sensitivity of 79% and a PPV of 100%. The two neuroradiologists’ interpretations had sensitivities of 21% and 59% and PPVs of 100% and 100%, respectively. These conflicting results indicate that more reports from multicentre studies with larger case numbers are needed.

In the present study, 3D-TOF MRA in combination with either 3D-FIESTA or contrast-enhanced 3D-SPGR can accurately identify the nature of offending vessels, and both combinations have excellent agreement with the findings of MVD. However, the 3D-FIESTA method does not require the administration of MR contrast agents. This use of this method will not only eliminate the potential adverse effects of contrast agents but also shorten the scan time and reduce medical expenses. Nevertheless, this method requires subtle judgement and detailed anatomical knowledge from experienced experts. In addition, 3D-FIESTA has ultrashort TR and TE, allowing for a quick acquisition, and outstanding images can be conveniently reformatted in any plane (37, 38). Taking all these aspects into consideration, the 3D-FIESTA sequence in combination with the 3D-TOF MRA sequence is an effective and practical MRI examination for TN patients with NVC.

**CONCLUSION**

The 3D-TOF MRA in combination with either 3D-FIESTA or enhanced 3D-SPGR can provide excellent information on neurovascular relationships in patients with TN. As a non-invasive method, 3D-FIESTA combined with 3D-TOF MRA is safe, convenient and efficacious in the prediction of NVC in patients with TN.
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